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This statement explains why I batik and where my inspiration 
comes from. There are black and white photographs and color slides 
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DEPARTMENT ________ Visual Arts Department
DEGREE Master of Fine Arts
In presenting this Artist Statement in partial fulfillment of 
the requirements for a graduate degree from the University of North 
Dakota, I agree that the Library of this University shall make it 
freely available for inspection. I further agree that permission 
for extensive copying for scholarly purposes may be granted by the 
professor who supervised my statement work or, in his absence, by 
the Chairman of the Department or the Dean of the Graduate School. 
It is understood that any copying or publication or other use of 
this statement or part thereof for financial gain shall not be 
allowed without my written permission. It is also understood 
that due recognition shall be given to me and to the University 
of North Dakota in any scholarly use which may be made of any 


































































This statement explains why I batik and where my inspiration 
comes from. There are black and white photographs and color slides 
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Me & Vic 25 x 36 On Vour Knees, Jock (Detoil)46 x 86
I om ottrocted to batik for sovorol reasons; one 
important one is the process itself. There is o 
looseness in draining style ond o variety of 
line copoble uuith the molten uuax that is 
difficult to ottoin in ony other medium. Another 
unique quality of luorking uuith o ujox resist on 
cloth, is the crackle effect thot results from the 
flexibility of the fobric which is unpredictable 
and the single most indentifiable troit of botik. 
But the primary reason I batik is its finality. 
LUorkmg ond reuuorking o piece mokes the 
creative process go stole for me. I prefer to 
hove o concept, execute it, ond start o neuu 
concept. Botik not only ollouus this but demands 
it.
All my batiks ore designed to be backlit for 
optimum brilliance. This rodiont color provides 
all the inspiration I need. Although oil my 
current luork is photographic rendering of 
friends, the images ore just o vehicle uuith uuhich 
to exploit the expressiveness of color.
B. H. Miller
Neon Corp 36 x 50 Miraculous Draught of Fish
Seeking Cover 46 x 48 Geno Baldino 48 x 74 © Bob Miller 1978
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